GAMES
ALLIANCE GAME
DISTRIBUTORS

SNOW

DRAGON SHIELDS:
JAPANESE (60) MATTE DUAL

DRAGON SHIELDS: JAPANESE
(60) OUTER SLEEVES

EUCALYPTUS

MATTE

ATM 13051...................................$5.00

HOUSE STARK

ATM 15105...................................$7.49

ATM 16029........................... $14.99

GAMES

TOPLOADERS - CLEAR

ART FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE

GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #261

ARCANE TINMEN

DRAGON SHIELDS: (100)
BRUSHED ART A GAME OF THRONES

ATM 15149...................................$7.49

HOUSE TARGARYEN

ATM 13352...................................$7.99

DRAGON SHIELDS:
PLAYMAT

ATM 16031.................................$14.99

DRAGON SHIELDS: (100)
BRUSHED ART

LAGOON

ATM 15148...................................$7.49

HALLOWEEN DRAGON 2021

ATM 22565.................................$17.99

ARES GAMES
HALLOWEEN DRAGON 2021

ATM 12065.................................$12.49

HOUSE GREYJOY

ATM 16032.................................$14.99

DRAGON SHIELDS:
JAPANESE (100) PERFECT FIT
LIGHTNING

ATM 15147...................................$7.49

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GTM contains articles on gameplay,
previews and reviews, game related
fiction, and self contained games and
game modules, along with solicitation
information on upcoming game and
hobby supply releases.
GTM 261................................ $3.99

303 SQUADRON

HOUSE LANNISTER

ATM 16030.................................$14.99

SEALABLE - CLEAR

ATM 13251...................................$6.50

ORCHID

ATM 15141...................................$7.49

303 Squadron is a 1-4 cooperative game
based on the history of the Polish Air Unit
of the same name, which participated in
the Battle of Britain during WW2. Taking
the role of Polish pilots of this period,
players will try to stop the German raids
on the UK. The mechanics are based on
the combination of a distinctive combat
card system and specially designed dice. SEP
2021
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
AGS HOB303-002-RTBX..............$79.90
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GAMES

303 SQUADRON:
ARTBOOK

The 303 Squadron: Artbook
is a complete collection of
wonderful illustrations created
for the board game by Piotr
Forkasiewicz. In this volume
you can find the illustrations
of all the airplanes present in
the game, with state of the art
painting reproducing the main
characters of this war scenario,
the airplanes used during the
Battle of Britain. This particular
war scenario has always fascinated the fans of wargames, war movies, and history
lovers. In this artbook they will find all the detailed illustrations of German Luftwaffe
airplanes, as Messerschmitt Bf 109, Messerschmitt Bf 110, or Heinkel He 111, and R.A.F
airplanes, as Spitfire and Hawker Hurricane. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
AGS HOB303-100	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $19.90

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

303 SQUADRON:
BROTHERS IN ARMS

303 SQUADRON: CONVOY

303 Squadron: Brothers in Arms is
an expansion for 303 Squadron the
boardgame.
The
Hurricane-equipped
303 Squadron is not alone in the skies
over Britain to fight against the Luftwaffe
squadrons. A neighboring squadron of
British fighters, the famous Spitfires, is also
dueling against the German Messerschmitts.
They fight bravely, but their planes are badly
damaged and ammunition is running out.
They need your help to survive. Fighting side
by side, victory will be yours. Scheduled to
ship in September 2021.
AGS HOB303-003-EXP1..............$21.90

303 Squadron: Convoy is an expansion
for 303 Squadron the boardgame. This
expansion will take you over the seas
surrounding and protecting Britain which,
together with the air and the homeland,
was an important setting for the Battle
of Britain. Germanys plan was to cut off
Britain from supplies: German airplanes
were attacking the ships in the Channel,
while the U-boats were trying to intercept
and sink them. Your task, as 303 Squadron
pilots, is to protect your convoys against
bombing from Bf.110s and the assault of
the deadly U-boat. Scheduled to ship in
September 2021.
AGS HOB303-003-EXP2..............$23.90

QUARTERMASTER GENERAL: 1914

MINI ROGUE:
GLITTERING TREASURE

Mini Rogue: Glittering Treasure is a new
expansion to the base game, introducing 9
new cards, dedicated mainly to Bosses, the
arch-enemies of the characters, introducing
new challenges for the adventurers. This
mini expansion is composed of Boss
cards and a Reward card. Heighten your
experience with the allure of gold: All
these cards are produced with a stunning
and glittering holographic foil effect, a
real precious prize! Are you ready to
challenge the new Bosses, strengthened
and upgraded by these cards, trying
to complete your missions and quests,
defeating your enemies and conquering
your prize? This is your chance to show
everyone the hero you are! Scheduled to
ship in November 2021.
AGS 20053-MRGLITTTEN............$12.00

In Quartermaster General: 1914, each
power has its own unique deck of cards,
with its own strengths and strategies,
providing strong replayability as you try
your hand at playing the different powers.
Each card has two different uses: one when
played, and another when prepared. On
their turn, players have the opportunity to
both play and prepare a card. They can
also spend cards to draft more troops or
use cards to subject their opponents to
attrition. Each Powers deck represents
the resources of that player: digging too
quickly through the deck in the early game
might result in unsupported armies being
swept away in the final rounds. This is
worth it if a player can capture Berlin or
Paris in 1915 - but if the gambit fails, you
may have a tough road ahead. Scheduled
to ship in November 2021.
AGS ARTG014............................$49.90

WAR OF THE RING:
THE FATE OF EREBOR

In this mini-expansion set for the War of the Ring
boardgame, you can find all you need to adapt
the game to this possible outcome of the Battle of
Five Armies. You can find in this set a rule sheet,
4 board overlay tiles to place on the game board,
8 alternate cards (4 Free Peoples Event cards,
2 Shadow Event cards, and 2 Alternate Gimli
Character cards). In the rule sheet you find the
new set up with the changes on the map, and all
the instructions to play this alternative scenario,
increasing the games possibilities for all the fans.
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
AGS WOTR018........................................ $9.90

MINI ROGUE

Monsters, hazards, treasures, bosses, dungeons, as well as
random rooms and encounters are all featured in this new
and revised version of Mini Rogue. In this 1 to 2-player
game, you play as an adventurer delving into a dungeon,
room after room, floor after floor, area after area, level
after level, to find the Ogs Blood, rumored to be a fabled
and mysterious ruby gemstone. Each area of the dungeon
is laid out as a branching path of rooms. Each time you
face two rooms, you will have to choose and explore
one. You will resolve each encounter by rolling dice and
managing resources to complete your adventure. You win
the game by reaching the last room of the Dungeon and
defeating the final Boss Monster, thus collecting the Ogs
Blood. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
AGS 20051-MRBASEEN................................... $24.90

THE ARMY PAINTER

WARPAINTS

MINI ROGUE: DEPTHS OF DAMNATION

Mini Rogue: Depths of Damnation is a 33 card
full scale expansion featuring a new card type:
Lore cards. These Lore cards allow the players to
‘choose their own story’, offering an insight into
the events and lore of the dungeon, and weave a
narrative for players to discover game after game.
In addition to the new card type, this expansion set
also includes 6 new Room cards that expands the
game environment, 3 new Characters that increase
the choices for players, and 2 new Bosses, a new
SEP great and exciting challenge for the players and their
2021
characters. Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
AGS 20052-MRDEPTHSDEN.....................$14.50
2

AIR STARTER SET
AIR MEGA SET

The Warpaints Air Mega Set is fantastic
way to either start or enhance your
collection of airbrush paints. It contains
a wide selection of colours; from crisp
base colours to shimmering metallics even adding a vibrant fluo into the mix.
All Warpaints Air are pre-mixed and
airbrush-ready right out of the bottle and
made from ultra-filtered vibrant pigment.
Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
TAP AW8002............................$180.00

The Warpaints Air Starter Set is a fantastic
way to start your collection of Airbrush
colours. With a chosen starter palette of
some of the most useable and crisp colour
tones for airbrushing, the set allows you to
get started from the moment it is unboxed.
The paints are of unparalleled quality due
to the nature of the high coverage offered
by the specially chosen and ultra-filtered
vibrant pigments. Scheduled to ship in
October 2021.
TAP AW8001..............................$39.99

BANDAI CO.

DIGIMON TCG: NEXT
ADVENTURE BOOSTER
DISPLAY (24)

GAMES

Hybrid Digimon like Susanoomon
and Emperor Greymon make
their debut! Tamers and Digimon
from the Digimon Frontier anime
(2002) are here! Fans will love
playing with tamers like Takuya
Kanbara and Zoe Orimoto!
Eight new Campaign Rare cards
based on characters from the
Digimon Adventure (2020) make
a special appearance! Fans of the
Digimon anime will love this set!
Alternative art cards feature a glorious golden design! Players and collectors will love
this dazzling design of their favorite cards! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full
displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2602498	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$57.00

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG: PREMIUM PACK
SET 7 DISPLAY (8)

DRAGON BALL SUPER TCG:
UNISON WARRIORS - SET 7
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

Set 7 focuses on Super Saiyan
Gods, Angels, and Destroyers
from Dragon Ball Z and Dragon
Ball Super! Set 7 features the longawaited character debut from the
Super Dragon Ball Heroes arcade
game that will get every Dragon
Ball fan hyped! One extremely
special alternate-art Campaign
Rare of a Set 7 card is sure to
increase sealed product sales!
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact
your retailer for availability.
BAN 2596822................$57.00

BLACK SITE STUDIOS
DON’T LOOK BACK

Written by Matt Burns and published by Black Site
Studios, Don’t Look Back is a solo or cooperative
tabletop miniatures game where you explore the
cinematic town of Northwood, a world of suspense
and horror. Players control four heroes against
a randomly generated AI Killer on a 3x3 foot
playing surface. Designed to be played in under
an hour, this simple 27 page tabletop experience
is perfect to play with friends or family. Fans of
horror cinema will love recreating their favorite
cinematic gore-fests in this fast paced and easy
to learn game. Originally launched in August
of 2020 Don’t Look Back is now reprinting with
a brand new box and improved components!
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
BSS DLB6100........................................ $59.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Contains 4 Booster Packs (UW07) and 2 Limited Promo
Cards (same card). NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in
full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.
BAN 2602497.................................................. $76.00

SEP
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UBERSREIK ADVENTURES II

BLUE ORANGE USA

Even those who support the rule of Altdorf know
that the current situation cannot last. As rumours of
Empire-shaking events filter in from Middenheim,
Altdorf, and beyond, the case for a consolidation
of power in Ubersreik grows stronger. In the
midst of vying merchants, entitled nobles, callous
spides, and outright thugs, a small group of
adventurers and mercenaries have made a name
for themselves. They have been arrested, enlisted,
applauded as saviours, reviled as traitors, and
dismissed as fools. But if they can also be ruthless,
they may just be able to tip the machinations that
will determine the fate of Ubersreik. Ubersreik
Adventures II contains five all new adventures,
along with a chapter expanding on events in the
City of Ubersreik.
CB7 2436.............................................. $39.99

BELLUM MAGICA

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

This strategy game uses an automatic
resource growth mechanic. Recruit a host of
creatures from simple goblins to terrifying
dragons and assign each one a role in
your kingdom. Some will gather resources
and explore the surrounding area while
others will join your army to attack the
human kingdom and the other players.
Collect treasure chests and become the
richest, most powerful evil lord of all time!
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
BOG 09038................................$29.99

KINGDOMINO ORIGINS

Go back in time to the prehistoric era of
Kingdomino!
Kingdomino
Origins
plays
similarly to the original game but introduces new
components for additional actions and new ways
to score points. Regions in your territory will earn
you points if they contain fire. Fire is either part
of your terrains, or earned by adding dominoes
with volcanoes. There are 3 game modes to play:
the 1st one introduces fire and volcanoes, the 2nd
mode uses wooden resources, and the 3rd one
features cavemen tokens. You will earn points by
collecting resources and additional points when
you have the majority of a type of resources. Then
resources allow you to bring cavemen to your
territory and each type of caveman has its own
way to give you points based on their position.
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
BOG 09039	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $24.99

BOONLAKE

You have left civilization behind you. As part of a group of pioneers, you have settled in
Boonlake, an abandoned region along the shore of the lake of the same name. The land
has not yet been explored, but apparently, it had already been inhabited by humans in
former times. This place beckons you! Designed by Alexander Pfister Scheduled to ship
in December 2021.
CSG BOON101	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $69.95

DOUG FACTORY

NEOVILLE

Neoville is looking for architects to build a
city that is a combination of human habitation
and the natural world. Are you up to the
challenge? Position tiles strategically to build
skyscrapers and utilities in your 4x4 city.
Skyscrapers will be worth harmony points at
the end of the game based on their value and
district size. Utilities will be worth harmony
points when their position in the city fits their
own requirements. However, skyscrapers or
utilities which do notmeet their requirements
will count as negative points! Who will
design the most harmonious city with nature?
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
BOG 09040	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $29.99

CUBICLE 7

WARHAMMER FANTASY RPG
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.

SOULBOUND: SHADOWS IN THE MIST

Venture into the deadly mist-shrouded streets of
Anvilgard in the first ever campaign for Warhammer
Age of Sigmar - Soulbound. Shadows in the Mist is
a sprawling six-part campaign set within the free
city of Anvilgard and sees a group of Soulbound
heroes tasked with rooting out corruption in the city
and exposing the mysterious Blackscale Coil - and
organisation made up of members of the Darkling
Covens, Scourge Privateers, and other Aelven
outcasts. The Coil has used coercion, bribery, and
violence to gain a stranglehold on the city. Even
the Grand Conclave that is supposed to govern
Anvilgard seems to have been infiltrated by the
Coil, making it impossible to know who to trust.
But an even greater rot is growing in the heart of
Anvilgard, one that could consume the city entirely
SEP if it is not stopped in time.
2021
CB7 2504	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.99
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CAPSTONE GAMES

INSIDE3 LEGEND: THE CASTLE OF
THE LOST TREASURE

INSIDE3 Legend mini adventures that work
without a screen. Hybrid concept that
mixes old-fashioned maze, retrogaming
and role-playing. Each game cartridge
has its own universe and a hero associated
with illustrations that will help you get out
alive from the dark underground. Much
more complex than it seems. The Castle
is a minimal and pure adventure game.
The Legend range brings you exhilarating
moments and excites your imagination.
Accessible to all adventure-loving players.
Subterranean tunnels filled with traps and
secret passages. Scheduled to ship in
November 2021.
DOF LE001....................................$7.49

INSIDE3 LEGEND: THE CRYPTS OF
THE LAST VAMPIRE

INSIDE3 Legend mini adventures that work
without a screen. Hybrid concept that
mixes old-fashioned maze, retrogaming
and role-playing. Each game cartridge
has its own universe and a hero associated
with illustrations that will help you get out
alive from the dark underground. Much
more complex than it seems. The Crypts
is a minimal and pure adventure game.
The Legend range brings you exhilarating
moments and excites your imagination.
Accessible to all adventure-loving players.
Subterranean tunnels filled with traps and
secret passages. Scheduled to ship in
November 2021.
DOF LE003....................................$7.49

INSIDE3 LEGEND: THE NINJA
AND THE MASAMUNE KATANA

INSIDE3 Legend mini adventures that work without
a screen. Hybrid concept that mixes old-fashioned
maze, retrogaming and role-playing. Each game
cartridge has its own universe and a hero associated
with illustrations that will help you get out alive from
the dark underground. Much more complex than it
seems. The Ninja is a minimal and pure adventure
game. The Legend range brings you exhilarating
moments and excites your imagination. Accessible
to all adventure-loving players. Subterranean tunnels
filled with traps and secret passages. Scheduled to
ship in November 2021.
DOF LE002................................................... $7.49

EVIL HAT PRODUCTIONS

FATE CORE RPG:
FATE ACCESSIBILITY
TOOLKIT HARDCOVER

GAMES

Fate Accessibility Toolkit explores the
respectful and compassionate inclusion
of disabled players and characters in
any RPG, with specific tips for the Fate
Core System.
EHP 0057	����������������������������������$15.00

FLYING CARPET GAMES
KRAKEN UP

GEEKTOPIA GAMES
FEARSOME WILDERNESS

Fend off the unnatural fearsome critters of
folklore. Endure grueling days and tormented
nights in the forest. Time is short. Can you
survive with only twelve weeks til winter?
Fearsome Wilderness is a cooperative game in
which 1-4 players roll dice and draw cards to
ensure their folk heroes survive the horrors of
the wilderness. The game can be played in a
one-shot single session or as the Twelve Weeks
til Winter adventure which spans 12-24 game
sessions. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
GKT FW001........................................ $59.99

GOODMAN GAMES

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

It’s the Krakens’ turn to fish for humans! Players
will grow their Kraken’s tentacles and reel in
bounty to form scoring combinations. Draft and
play one card each turn before passing the hand
of cards to the next player. The selected card can
be used as food to grow your tentacle, or added
to the ocean as bounty to (hopefully) be collected
later. The more valuable cards require a longer
tentacle to claim, which requires more cards to
be used as food. The most enterprising Krakens
may even wrap their tentacles around a cruise
ship full of tasty travellers! Scheduled to ship in
July 2021.
FCG 02001.......................................... $15.00

JUDGES GUILD DELUXE
COLLECTOR’S EDITION VOL. 2

This huge collector’s edition volume is printed with
a page size of 13” wide x 18” tall. This second
volume in the series celebrates the works of
Jennell Jaquays, including the Dungeoneer zines,
Dark Tower, The Caverns of Thracia, The Book of
Treasure Maps, and more. Scheduled to ship in
November 2021.
GMG 4615.........................................$150.00
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HABA USA
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HAMMER TIME

It’s Hammer Time! Players are working to
collect shiny gemstones in the mine. They’ll
knock the gemstones off the box using the
hammer. To complete their tasks, they need
to collect the right number and color of
gemstones. But be careful, anyone who
knocks too hard will wake Dragomir the
Dragon and lose their loot! The first player
to completely fill all four of their wagons
wins the game. Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
HAB 306212...............................$24.99

MY VERY FIRST GAMES:
ANIMAL UPON ANIMAL

Things are getting wildly wobbly as the
animals create a big stacking tower. Who
will climb on whom? The die decides. But
whether the animal stack stays standing
or not is up to the players. They stack
Animal upon Animal in three new games
for young stackers. In the third game, they
work cooperatively to race against the
crab, training their dexterity skills with
play. May the best stacker win! Scheduled
to ship in September 2021.
HAB 306069...............................$29.99

THE HAPPY NARWHAL

RUN: CIVIL WARFARE EXPANSION

In this expansion, players truly begin
to understand the true meaning of
retribution! Players will be introduced to a
new class of cards, which when added to
the fray allow for a plethora of measures
of attacking your friends and seeking
who can outlast!In this play mode, the
rules adjust slightly. Rather than having a
cooperative game, instead the dungeon
boss has agreed that the last remaining
ally is granted free passage, so long as
they force their comrades into the ranks
of peril... As always, new bosses enter
the dungeon with each new expansion.
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
HNW RU003.................................$9.99

RUN: VILLAINS &
VIGILANCE EXPANSION

In this expansion, villains and fiends infiltrate
the dungeon, causing randomized battles,
whereby you and your team will have to
properly balance your speed, strength and
damage to overpower those who would
stand between you and escape. Players arm
themselves with weapons and special impact
cards to overcome their foes! The villains are
not intended to deal physical damage to the
players; instead, they either slow or speed
the allies, adding an additional element to
the game. Of course, any good expansion
would not be complete without a new
themed boss and maybe even a new ally to
join the fray! Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
HNW RU004.................................$9.99

HIT POINT PRESS

ANIMATED SPELLS (5E)

INSPECTOR MOUSE:
THE GREAT ESCAPE

The convicts are planning a jailbreak!
Inspector Mouse is on their trail, but he
needs the detective skills of the players to
figure out who was the last crook in the
cell with the escape tunnel. If the players
are able to correctly identify the criminal
that triggered the alarm, theyll have foiled
the escape attempt. The player who stops
the most escapes wins. Scheduled to ship
in August 2021.
HAB 306113...............................$19.99

MY VERY FIRST GAMES:
OFF TO BED

Its time to go to bed! But the rabbit, bear
and cat are unable to settle down because
their beds, pillows and covers are all
muddled up. Whats more, the animals
each want their favorite stuffed toy. If the
children have good powers of memory and
a bit of luck in turning over the tiles, they
can succeed in getting their animal into bed
first. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
HAB 306247...............................$14.99

THE KEY: THEFT
AT CLIFFROCK VILLA

There has been a shocking string of
robberies at Cliffrock Villa. Valuable
works of art have been stolen! The players
start their investigations and combine clues
about the perpetrators, time of the crimes,
stolen items, and escape plans. They need
to generate the right number code to put
the thieves behind bars. In the end, its not
necessarily the fastest investigator who
wins the game, but the most efficient one.
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
HAB 306449...............................$29.99

ANIMATED CANTRIPS

The Deck of Many Animated Spells Cantrips Volume 1 brings all your favorite
low level spells out of the book andonto
the table. From Acid Splash to Vicious
Mockery, see your spells explode off the
card with a tilt of your hand.
HPP D010...................................$29.99

ANIMATED THINGS

The Deck of Many Animated Things is the
classic magical artifact brought to life.
Allow your players to draw from the real
deck, and see their fate animate before
them witha simple tilt of the card. Will it
be riches or ruin? Ultimate power or total
annihilation? Let the deck decide. Who
said doom couldnt be fun?
HPP D009...................................$29.99

LEVEL 1 VOLUME 1

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level 1 Volume 1
powers up your first level spells by bringing them to life in
your hand. Whether you want to trap your enemies with
Entangle, or hide yourself in plain sight with Disguise
Self, there is something here for every spellcaster!
HPP D011.......................................................$29.99

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
1 Volume 2 has even more powerful level
1 spells so you can knock back your foes
with Thunder Wave or track them down
with Hunters Mark. No caster should
do without!
HPP D012...................................$29.99

LEVEL 3 VOLUME 1

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
3 Volume 1 lets you conjure your favourite
third level spells with a flickof your wrist.
Whether you want to trap creatures inside
your Magic Circle or spy on them from
afar with Clairvoyance, the power is yours
to wield!
HPP D015...................................$29.99

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
2 Volume 1 is bursting with second level
spells with amazing animated effects.
Have treasure to keep safe? Try Arcane
Lock! Down in a dungeon? Better prepare
Find Traps! No matter the situation, there’s
a spell here for you!
HPP D013...................................$29.99

LEVEL 3 VOLUME 2

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
3 Volume 2 expands your third level spell
list with even more animated effects.
Whether marching across water and lava
with WaterWalk, or invigorating your fallen
allies with Revivify, anyadventuring party
will be keen to have you on their side.
HPP D016...................................$29.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

LEVEL 2 VOLUME 1

GAMES

LEVEL 1 VOLUME 2

LEVEL 2 VOLUME 2

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
2 Volume 2 expands your collection of
second level spells, putting their right
power right in your grasp. Blast your
opponents with Scorching Ray, or slip past
them unseen with Invisibility the options
are endless!
HPP D014...................................$29.99

LEVEL 4 VOLUME 1

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
4 Volume 1 puts powerful fourth level
magic spells at your command.Whether
youre keeping watch on your foes with
Arcane Eye, or turning them into beasts
with Polymorph, youll finda variety of
spells for every spellcaster!
HPP D017...................................$29.99
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HUMBLEWOOD (5E)

LEVEL 5 VOLUME 1

The Deck of Many Animated Spells - Level
5 Volume 1 puts powerful magics into
the palm of your hand. Bend creatures
to your will with Hold Monster or rewrite
someones history with Modify Memory.
Potent spells for every spellcaster!
HPP D018...................................$34.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GRIFFON’S SADDLEBAG (5E)

VOL. 2

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag continue to deliver another
set of 50 illustrated item cards from the
Saddlebags collection. These creative
new items are designed to open up new
opportunities for roleplay and combat
while staying balanced and fun to use at
the table.
HPP D020...................................$21.99

VOL. 5

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag bring you the fifth volume
of cards from the Saddlebags growing
collection of magic items that are
tailored to fit your 5e campaigns. These
game-ready and fun magic items are
the perfect supplement to flesh out your
characters adventures.
HPP D025...................................$21.99

ANIMATED SPELLS

Birdfolk and humblefolk rejoice! Animated
spells are now available for all the spells
from the Humblewood Campaign Setting.
HPP D022...................................$14.99

BOX SET
BOOK ONE

This lushly printed hardcover book is filled
with 365 magic items that have been
designed, illustrated, and balanced for
Fifth Edition by The Griffon’s Saddlebag.
Fill your campaign with exciting new
magical items, such as the dragon tamer’s
lance or catnip amulet, and reward your
players with treasure as unique as their
characters. Each item has also been
carefully organized into easily searchable
charts and random treasure tables.
HPP B002....................................$49.99

VOL. 3

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag bring you another deck of 50
new items from the Saddlebags roster of
inventive new weapons, armor, potions,
and more. These items are designed
with flavor and gameplay in mind and
are sure to be a perfect reward for your
campaigns adventures.
HPP D023...................................$21.99

VOL. 6

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag present the next 50 illustrated
magic items from the Saddlebags
collection. These magic items have been
carefully balanced for fifth edition to fit
seamlessly into your favorite campaigns
and provide exciting new rewards for your
unique characters.
HPP D026...................................$21.99

Contains the Humblewood Campaign
setting Hardcover Book, Reference cards,
Maps, and Cardboard Standees
HPP S001....................................$79.99

CAMPAIGN SETTING BOOK

Humblewood is an exciting new Campaign
Setting for 5e D&D that includes ten
original player races, new monsters,
magic items, and a compelling adventure
for 1st to 5th level characters.
HPP B001....................................$49.99

VOL. 4

VOL. 1

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag team up to produce 50
illustrated cards from the Saddlebags
growing collection of inventive new items.
SEP These uniquely niche-filling weapons and
2021 items are flavorful, balanced, and ready
for you and your players to enjoy.
8 HPP D019...................................$21.99

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag produce yet another 50
illustrated cards from the Saddlebags
collection of exciting new items for your
favorite 5e campaigns. These flavorful and
game-ready weapons and items are a
perfect addition to any and all adventuring
partys potential loot.
HPP D024...................................$21.99

VOL. 7

The Deck of Many and The Griffon’s
Saddlebag continue to bring you the next
65 illustrated item cards and wrap up
the Saddlebags first year of magic items.
These flavorful and game-ready weapons,
armor, and more are a perfect addition to
any fifth-edition partys adventures.
HPP D027...................................$21.99

MINI - 4’X4’ ASPECT OF FIRE

HPP M007...................................$40.00

MONSTERS 1

MINI - BANDIT COALITION

HPP M002	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

The Deck of Many is a tool used to assist Game Masters in their
D&D 5e role-playing campaigns, freeing them from traditional
reference books and allowing them to only bring the reference
they need. Each card features original artwork and easy to
reference information.
HPP D001.................................................................. $15.99

MONSTERS 2
HPP M005	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

MINI - BONEYARD BIRDS

HPP M006	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

GAMES

The Deck of Many is a tool used to
assist Game Masters in their D&D
5e role-playing campaigns, freeing
them from traditional reference books
and allowing them to only bring
the reference they need. Each card
features original artwork and easy to
reference information.
HPP D002............................. $15.99

MINI - BEASTS OF THE WOOD

MONSTERS 3

MINI - CITIZENS OF ALDERHEART

The Deck of Many is a tool used to assist Game Masters in their
D&D 5e role-playing campaigns, freeing them from traditional
reference books and allowing them to only bring the reference
they need. Each card features original artwork and easy to
reference information.
HPP D003.................................................................. $15.99

HPP M004	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

The Deck of Many is a tool used to
assist Game Masters in their D&D
5e role-playing campaigns, freeing
them from traditional reference books
and allowing them to only bring
the reference they need. Each card
features original artwork and easy to
reference information.
HPP D008............................$15.99

MINI - HEROES OF HUMBLEWOOD

HPP M001	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

NPCS

MINI - HUMBLEFOLK

HPP M003	����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $30.00

The Deck of Many is a tool used to assist Game Masters in their
D&D 5e role-playing campaigns, freeing them from traditional
reference books and allowing them to only bring the reference
they need. Each card features original artwork and easy to
reference information.
HPP D006............................................................... $15.99

REFERENCE CARDS

Bring Humblewood to your worlds! Full of new
monsters, npcs, magic items and spells, no 5e game
can do without this added level of charm!
HPP D021................................................... $24.99

THINGS

The Deck of Many Things is a
wondrous item in D&D. A 22 card
deck with powerful effects with every
draw of a card. Do you dare risk
your life, soul or mind at a chance
for riches and enlightenment? Each
card features original artwork and
easy to reference information.
HPP D004...........................$15.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

MONSTERS 4

THE DECKS OF MANY (5E)
CONDITIONS

The Deck of Many Conditions is a tool used to assist Game
Masters in their 5e role-playing campaigns. Did one of your
players get poisoned? Give them a card so they can’t forget
what it means and how it affects their play! Each card features
original artwork and easy to reference information.
HPP D007.............................................................$15.99

WEAPONS

The Deck of Many Weapons is a tool used to assist Game
Masters in their 5e role-playing campaigns, freeing them from
traditional reference books and allowing them to only bring the
reference they need. Each card features original artwork and SEP
2021
easy to reference information.
HPP D005.................................................................$15.99
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JAPANIME GAMES

GAMES

TOKYO GHOUL:
BLOODY MASQUERADE

In downtown Tokyo, ghouls are on the
move, and they can only quench their
thirst with coffee and their bloodthirst
with human flesh. Humans are easy
prey, but the investigators from the
fearful CCG are on the lookout. Their
job: make the ghouls out in the crowd
and hunt them down. In this bluffand-deduction board game, play as
one of 15 different characters from
the anime, including Kaneki, Touka,
Juzo and Rize. Whether you are a mere human, a ghoul, or an investigator: roam the streets
of Tokyo, keep your identity a secret, investigate, and cover your tracks. It is up to you to
uncover the other players’ real natures and come out on top. In the hostile environment,
always keep in mind: Everyone you run into might be a killer!
GGD JPG705	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $40.00

KONAMI DIGITAL
ENTERTAINMENT

QUESTLINGS RPG:
ESSENTIALS PACK

Includes everything you need to play:
Questlings: RPG book, 1 Map (11” x
17”), 6 Double-sided Bookmarks, 6 Dry
Erase Player Sheets (pregen on one side,
blank on the other), 13 Dice (6x D6, 6x
D8 and 1x D20) Scheduled to ship in
September 2021.
LTM 101.................................$45.00

QUESTLINGS RPG: SO YOU
WANT TO BE A PALADIN

In the So You Want To Be A... series
of children’s books, the characters find
themselves looking at what they aspire to
be without realizing that they may already
embody the ideals of those to whom they look
up. Each story is a heartwarming tale that
sees our characters on journeys that involve
friendship, heart, and being true to oneself.
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
LTM 110............................................$14.99

LEDER GAMES
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LORESMYTH

YU-GI-OH! TCG:
BURST OF DESTINY
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

FORT: CATS AND
DOGS EXPANSION

Burst of Destiny, the latest core booster
for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game
explodes onto the scene this fall!
This 100-card set introduces multiple
brand-new themes as well as 2 new
Borrel monsters including the very first
Ritual Monster for this iconic series of
monsters from Yu-Gi-Oh! VRAINS! You
can even find ways to revitalize famous
cards from the past, like a whole new
strategy based on the many Penguin
monsters that have existed in the Yu-GiOh! TCG since 2002. Burst of Destiny
is filled to the brim with high-octane
strategies that are ready to blast into
Duelists Decks! NOTE: This item is
sold to retailers in full displays. Please
contact your retailer for availability.
KON 85467.......................... $95.76

You’ve begged and pleaded with your
parents and finally... it’s time to get a pet!
This expansion to Fort adds two modules:
Dogs and Cats. You can use one or both.
Dogs are loyal. If you play one, it will
(usually) go stay in your doghouse. But
they’re fussy: you can only play a dog if
you meet its needs. Neglect a dog, and
it’ll wander off. At the end, whoever has
the most dogs in their doghouse scores
seven points! Cats are fickle. Their actions
happen at specific times, and they move
around a lot. Cats will be attracted to a
different player if their Yard has cards of
specific suits, even if the cats current owner
has them too. The more cats you have at
the end of the game, though, the more
points you score. Scheduled to ship in
October 2021.
LED 02001..................................$12.99

LETIMAN GAMES

QUESTLINGS RPG
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In Questlings RPG, players will play as two characters:
one as your kid form and one as the Inner Hero your
child aspires to be! The game guides players through
a map accompanied by a storybook to give them
a framwork for roleplaying and building a story
together, making it easy for players new to RPGs and
new GMs to run a game as well! Scheduled to ship in
September 2021.
LTM 100...................................................... $19.99

HEROIC CHALLENGES: CORE SET

Heroic Challenges cards are for both
GMs and Players, which augments game
sessions with engaging challenges and
rewards. Discover hundreds of prompts
that encourage creative play, deepen
character choices and give rewards that
go beyond gold and XP. Add an exciting
new dimension to your roleplaying games,
without railroading players or sidelining
the GM.
NRG LORE-HC-CS.......................$30.00

HEROIC CHALLENGES: POWER &
PROWESS EXPANSION DECK

Heroic Challenges cards are for both
GMs and Players, which augments game
sessions with engaging challenges and
rewards. Discover hundreds of prompts
that encourage creative play, deepen
character choices, and give rewards that
go beyond gold and XP. Add an exciting
new dimension to your roleplaying games,
without railroading players or sidelining
the GM. This expansion deck consists of
25 Challenge cards and 25 Reward cards,
each with multiple-choice options.
NRG LORE-HC-PAP......................$15.00

HEROIC CHALLENGES: VICE & VIRTUE
EXPANSION DECK

Heroic Challenges cards are for both GMs and
Players, which augments game sessions with
engaging challenges and rewards. Discover
hundreds of prompts that encourage creative
play, deepen character choices and give rewards
that go beyond gold and XP. Add an exciting new
dimension to your roleplaying games, without
railroading players or sidelining the GM.
NRG LORE-HC-VAV............................... $15.00

MANTIC
ENTERTAINMENT

NERDY PUP GAMES

NOT FINAL ART

DUNGEON DATE

Date an owlbear, make friends with a
gelatinous cube, backstab your best
friend’s orc boyfriend! Dungeon Date is
a fast, fun card game for 1 to 4 freshfaced adventurers. Build an outfit of stylish
adventuring gear, then use your sweet look
to romance, befriend, and slay a dungeonfull of monsters! Each turn, players choose
and reveal action cards, visiting one of four
dungeon doors to encounter monsters in the
dungeon. Romance, befriend, or slay the
monster you encounter by matching the style
symbols for that action on the monster card.
Plan carefully around the other adventurers
in the dungeon — if you visit the same door,
you must fight, comparing fight values from
your current action card plus the card you
played on the previous turn.
NPG 0003..................................$29.95

PAIZO PUBLISHING

OVERDRIVE: COACH ABILITIES
AND SPONSORSHIP CARDS

The Coach Abilities and Sponsorship Deals
card deck is a handy reminder for those
deals and abilities gained when playing in
your OverDrive league. Scheduled to ship
in September 2021.
MGE MGODM102......................$18.00

PATHFINDER RPG: ADVENTURE
PATH - STRENGTH OF THOUSANDS
PART 5 - DOORWAY TO THE RED
STAR (P2)

Doorway to the Red Star is a Pathfinder
adventure for four 15th-level characters.
This adventure continues the Strength of
Thousands Adventure Path, a six-part,
monthly campaign in which the heroes rise
from humble magic academy students to
become influential teachers, and ultimately
decide the fate of the Magaambya. This
adventure also details people, places, and
monsters of Akiton, the Red Planet, a fabulous
setting for sword-and-sorcery escapades!
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
PZO 90173.................................$24.99

People once lived here, but today their
homes are abandoned. What sorts of
perils now lie in wait in these notorious
ghost towns? No Game Master wants to
put the action on pause to draw every
abandoned building or collapsed structure.
Fortunately, you dont have to! This line of
gaming maps provides ready-to-use and
captivatingly detailed fantasy set pieces
for the busy Game Master. Whether the
heroes find themselves stumbling across
a mysterious town in the wilderness or
traveling to a ruined section of the city
in search of adventure, this double-sided
combat map features two different ghost
towns for you to use at your table. Don’t
waste your time sketching when you could
be playing. With Pathfinder Flip-Mat:
Ghost Towns, youll be ready next time
your players explore the ruins! Scheduled
to ship in November 2021.
PZO 30117.................................$14.99

NOT FINAL ART

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-TILES DUNGEON CRYPTS EXPANSION

Crypts are a staple of monster-infested
dungeons, be they haunted by undead
or inhabited by living foes. Flip-Tiles:
Dungeon Crypts Expansion provides
beautifully illustrated 6” by 6” map tiles
that can be used to expand your dungeons
with a variety of crypts, burial chambers,
and catacombs. Inside, youll find 24
richly crafted, double-sided map tiles. This
expansion set, along with Pathfinder FlipTiles: Dungeon Starter Set, allows you to
create crypts quickly! Scheduled to ship in
November 2021.
PZO 4093...................................$19.99

PATHFINDER RPG: ALCHEMY DECK (P2)

OVERDRIVE: RIVAL PACK TIGRAX VS SHADOW

Expand your Overdive roster with the
Tigrax Vs Shadow Rival Pack. Scheduled
to ship in September 2021.
MGE MGODM201......................$35.00

Whether the heroes are surveying a moon
dotted with erupting volcanoes or fighting
on unstable islands in the middle of an
active lava flow, no Game Master wants
to spend time drawing every volcanic
rock outcropping and lava fountain.
Fortunately, with Paizo’s latest Starfinder
Flip-Mat, you dont have to! This line of
gaming maps provides ready-to-use
science-fantasy set pieces for the busy
Game Master. This double-sided map
features a river of lava cascading down
a cliff face on one side and a bubbling
lava lake filling a crater on the other. Don’t
waste time sketching when you could be
playing. With Starfinder Flip-Mat: Lava
World, youll be ready the next time your
players discover that the ground is lava!
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
PZO 7328...................................$14.99

Just as an alchemists formula book holds the key to
crafting alchemical items, the Pathfinder Alchemy
Deck contains cards for every alchemical item from
the Pathfinder Core Rulebook and the Advanced
Players Guide. Each card holds the items statistics, a
description, and a beautiful full-color illustration so
you can see every item in your collection! Whether
youre a GM building an alchemists stall or a player
assembling a formula book, the Alchemy Deck
keeps your reagents at your fingertips! Scheduled
to ship in November 2021.
PZO 2228............................................$22.99

STARFINDER RPG: GALACTIC
MAGIC HARDCOVER

Unravel the eldritch mysteries of the
galaxy! The new Galactic Magic
hardcover rulebook for the Starfinder
Roleplaying Game adds magical flair
to any hero with a wealth of fantastical
magic-infused character options for
starfarers of any class! More than 100
spells, a host of powerful rituals, and an
array of magic gear, hybrid items, and
artifacts give you the edge to survive in
a weird universe with lurking dangers
at the end of every jump. The brandnew precog class allows you to see and
change the future, relying on predictive
prerolls to navigate clutch situations and
quick reflexes to manipulate combat.
Study arcana among the stars with a
host of new magical organizations and
spellcasting schools or petition higher
powers using new faith-based options tied
to the galaxy’s gods and philosophies.
Whatever your path to magical might,
Galactic Magic is your guide! Scheduled
to ship in November 2021.
PZO 7118............................. $39.99

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

Its time to hit the arena, Coach! Draft your
team and get ready to face-off in one of
six different action-packed game modes.
Pass the bomb, capture the flag or fight
to become king of the hill - but knowing
when to unleash your players powerful
OverDrive move will be key to coming
out on top. Whatever you do, dont go
down without a fight! OverDrive features
an exciting drafting mechanic that means
you never quite know what Players youll
have on your team each game. Take it
in turns to choose the Players you want
in your roster to create your dream team
before heading into the arena. Advanced
drafting rules open up even more tactics
as both Coaches vie for their favourites!
Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
MGE MGODM101......................$75.00

NOT FINAL ART

STARFINDER RPG:
FLIP-MAT - LAVA WORLD
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OVERDRIVE

PATHFINDER RPG: FLIP-MAT GHOST TOWNS
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CELEBRATIONS COLLECTIONS

Celebrate great teamwork with Charizard
and its Trainer Lance, or explore the darker
side of Sylveon with a unique look at the
Intertwining Pokémon! Featuring classic
gameplay mechanics from Pokémon TCG
days past, these two collections include
special Pokémon TCG: Celebrations
boosters plus the star Pokémon V in both
playable and oversize versions. Dig just a
touch deeper to find additional surprises
in two more Pokémon TCG booster packs!
PUI 29080939..................................... PI

PORT ROYAL BIG BOX

Embrace the thrill of 17th century
Caribbean commerce in this classic
economic, push your luck card game
with the Port Royal Big Box from Pegasus
Spiele! This comprehensive new edition
combines the award-winning base game
with its two expansions, allowing players
to also enjoy solo, cooperative, and even
campaign games! Port Royal lures players
into a buccaneers paradise during its
heyday, full of danger and excitement.
After all, with great risk comes great
reward will you become the wealthiest
merchant in Port Royal? Or will you be left
penniless in the end? Scheduled to ship in
August 2021.
PSD 18148E................................$24.95

POKÉMON USA

This sturdy metal case contains more
than a dozen special Pokémon goodies,
including many not found anywhere else.
PUI 21080941..................................... PI

CELEBRATIONS DELUXE
PIN COLLECTION

Diving at supersonic speeds, Dragapult
swoops into your collection as an
impressive Pokémon Prime! This powerful
collection includes Pokémon TCG:
Celebrations boosters as well as Dragapult
Prime and its ghostly stealthcan you strike
at just the right moment? If so, dig just a
touch deeper and youll find additional
surprises including a binder and more!
PUI 29080938..................................... PI

Celebrate Pokémon with the world-famous
Pikachu, taking to the waves and the skies
on a special pin to commemorate 25 years
of good times and great adventures! This
well-loved icon of the Pokémon world
is part of an amazing collection that
includes a special promo card featuring
Zacian LV.X, a handful of Pokémon TCG:
Celebrations booster packs, and more.
Ride the waves and explore the bold blue
skies with some of your favorite Pokémon!
PUI 29080942..................................... PI

CELEBRATIONS ELITE
TRAINER BOX
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In this Celebrations Mini Tin, youll find:
2 Pokémon TCG: Celebrations 4-card
booster packs, 1 additional Pokémon
TCG booster pack, 1 metallic Pokémon
coin featuring the Pokémon 25 logo, and
a Pokémon art card showing the art from
this Mini Tin, you can collect and combine
all 8! NOTE: This item is sold to retailers
in full displays. Please contact your retailer
for availability.
PUI 21081937..................................... PI

CELEBRATIONS COLLECTOR CHEST

POKÉMON TCG

CELEBRATIONS COLLECTION DRAGAPULT PRIME

CELEBRATIONS MINI TIN
DISPLAY (8)

Celebrate the greatest moments of
Pokémon over 25 years of adventures
alongside favorites from Mew and Ho-Oh
to Lunala and Zamazenta! An awesome
parade of Legendary Pokémon appears,
and famous Pokémon from the very
beginning return to join your collection
you can even find Flying Pikachu and
Surfing Pikachu as both Pokémon V and
Pokémon VMAX! Join the party with the
Pokémon TCG: Celebrations expansion!
PUI 29080943..................................... PI

CELEBRATIONS
ULTRA-PREMIUM COLLECTION

This ultimate collection includes a massive
set of Pokémon TCG: Celebrations
boosters as well as commemorative
Pikachu and Charizard cards made of
pure metal, showing these characters
as they first appeared in the game! Add
booster packs and a guide to game
mechanics throughout the history of
the Pokémon Trading Card Game, plus
playable promo cards featuring Poke Ball
and Pikachu V in glimmering etched gold,
and then find additional surprises in even
more Pokémon TCG booster packs!
PUI 29080914..................................... PI

EEVEE EVOLUTIONS TIN
CELEBRATIONS PREMIUM
FIGURE COLLECTION PIKACHU VMAX

Celebrate Pokémon with Pikachu V
and Pikachu VMAX, two takes on
one of the best-loved inhabitants of
the Pokémon world! This premium
collection includes a massive set
of Pokémon TCG: Celebrations
boosters as well as additional booster
packs. Combine all that with an
enormous and impressively sculpted
commemorative figure of Gigantamax
Pikachu, and you have the ultimate
Pikachu collection, fully charged up
and ready to take on the world!
PUI 29080940................................ PI

Pick the rapid draw power of the Watertype Vaporeon V, the electrifying energy
of the Lightning-type Jolteon V, or the
focused flames of Fire-type Flareon V
in the Pokémon TCG: Eevee Evolutions
Tin! Each of these colorful tins includes a
handful of Pokémon TCG treasures, along
with a Pokémon who’s ready to prove itself
in battle!
PUI 21080905..................................... PI

V-UNION SPECIAL COLLECTION

Introducing Pokémon V-UNION: a single
powerful Pokémon divided into four cards!
When you rise to the challenge and put
it all together each fantastic Pokémon
V-UNION brings four amazing attacks into
battle at your side. Find more treasures in
Pokémon TCG booster packs, and prepare
to unleash a Pokémon V-UNION!
PUI 29080907..................................... PI

PRIVATEER PRESS
CELEBRATIONS SPECIAL
COLLECTION - PIKACHU V-UNION

Celebrate a fun new challenge with
Pikachu V-UNION: a single powerful
Pokémon divided into four cards! Youll
have to assemble this star player from your
discard pile (with the help of Professor
Burnet), but once you do, it brings four
awesome attacks and impressive HP
into battle. This special collection also
includes an oversize card showcasing
Pikachu V-UNION as a single illustration,
plus a handful of Pokémon TCG:
Celebrations booster packs. Can you put
all the pieces together?
PUI 29080915..................................... PI

HORDES

AGATA, QUEEN OF CARNAGE
MINION FARROW SOLO, RESIN

PIP 75092...................................$12.99

MONSTERPOCALYPSE

SHRIEKERS AND HOPPER LEGION
OF MUTATES UNIT, RESIN
THE CONDUCTOR MASTERS OF THE
8TH DIMENSION, METAL/ RESIN

DEFENDER X G.U.A.R.D
MONSTER, METAL/RESIN

PIP 51146........................................... PI

PIP 51151........................................... PI

CYGNAR STORM LT. GWEN
KELLER, KNIGHT SOLO, RESIN

PIP 31143...................................$12.99

RETRIBUTION AETERNAE
UPGRADE KIT HEAVY MYRMIDON
ADD-ON PIECES, RESIN

PIP 35097...................................$14.99

REALLY FUN

GORGHADRA PLANET EATERS
MONSTER, RESIN

PIP 51147........................................... PI
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DERVISHES AND TUNER MASTERS
OF THE 8TH DIMENSION, METAL

WARMACHINE

GAMES

PIP 51150........................................... PI

PIP 51149........................................... PI

TRIPLE TONGUE TWISTERS

NUMITOR LEGION OF MUTATES
MONSTER, RESIN

PIP 51148........................................... PI

Play Triple Tongue Twisters as you would
any traditional Go-Fish card game - but
with a twist! Collect a set and turn up the
fun! Say the set out loud, 3xs fast. If you
succeed keep the set & score points. If your
tongue ties LOOK OUT other players may
try to win your set. Hilarious fun for the
whole family. The player with the most
points wins! Its so much fun you will not
realize you are perfecting your English
pronunciation, enunciation, accent, and
memory while playing.
RFU NN008..................................$9.97
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Flip & Fish is a fast paced, competitive 2-4 player game of
dexterity, tactics and luck. The goal is to be the first player
to catch the required number of trophy fish, which varies
by player count. Players take turns rolling or flicking a D12
dice from their jetty towards the cards in the middle, trying
to get as close as possible to a target card. When the
dice stops, a fish is caught if the dice roll (along with any
bonuses) is equal or higher to the catch rate of the closest
fish. Players can also use caught fish as bait, and items
from the Bait & Tackle shop to increase their chances of
catching fish. The game is fast to learn, but offers strategic
options as players become more familiar with the game.
Scheduled to ship in December 2021.
CYN 01001.............................................................. PI

GRAVITY SUPERSTAR

At the edge of known space, the most
famous adventurers converge on a strange
little planet, uniquely capable of attracting
precious stardust with its befuddling gravity.
They are there to collect as much of this
rare resource as they can, while their rivals
constantly try to steal it. What is really
original about Gravity Superstar is the
manner in which the players’ pawns move:
Each turn, they move one or two spaces,
and then they are affected by gravity, which
makes them fall until they are stopped by a
platform. This effect is made possible by the
fact that the pawns are used lying down on
the board. Thus, they move up (above their
head), down (below their feet), left, or right. Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
SIT 010G	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $39.99

SPIN MASTER
SIRIUS DICE

RPG DICE SET (7)

PERSIMMON PUNCH

SOLID BLACK, GOLD INK

PINK, GREEN, BLUE

SUMMER BERRIES

RED CLOUD
TRANSPARENT RESIN

YELLOW, RED TRANSLUCENT

SDZ 0009-02............................. $9.99

SDZ 0002-07........................... $15.99

SDZ 0002-03............................. $5.99

SDZ 0009-01............................. $9.99

5 MINUTE MYSTERY: THE
MUSEUM OF EVERYTHING GAME

You’re on the case in this exciting 5-Minute
Mystery game. The Museum of Everything
needs your help. The curators precious
MacGuffin is missing! Work as a team or
on your own to search for hidden symbols
in each room of the museum, earn clues
and match them to discover valuable
information about the thief, make an arrest
and recover the missing MacGuffin all
while the clock ticks down from 5 minutes!
Since case files change each time you play,
every game is a new mystery. With cool
games by 5-Minute Mystery, both kids and
adults are sure to have a great time with
fun, funny and exciting gameplay.
SPN 6060326..................................... PI

SIT DOWN

Hordes of skeletons invade your peaceful
realm. To resist them, you must push them
off to your neighbors. As soon as a player
is eliminated, the game ends. In Bad Bones,
everyone plays simultaneously on their
respective board. Develop the best defenses
against the ever-more-numerous skeletons
that you can. To defend yourself, wisely
SEP combine your traps, and send your hero
2021
or dragon into the fray... and above all,
survive! Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
20
SIT 011G.....................................$59.99

Strike a lucky 21 with this Blackjack table
cover. The perfect game activity to keep
your party guests entertained at any game
night or casino-themed party.
SPN 6029378..................................... PI

THE BIG LEBOWSKI MOVIE
500-PIECE PUZZLE

SDZ 0002-06........................... $15.99

SDZ 0001-09........................... $11.99

BAD BONES

DELUXE FELT BLACKJACK
TABLETOP LAYOUT

200-PIECE POKER SET IN
ALUMINUM STORAGE CASE

Ante up for a fabulous night of casino-style
Poker! This portable set features 200 highquality casino chips in different colors.
The set also includes one deck of playing
cards and is housed in a sleek aluminum
carrying case. You’ll always be ready for a
tournament with this 200-piece Poker set.
SPN 6029092..................................... PI

The golden age of video rentals is back
with these retro puzzles in a high-quality,
plastic case inspired and designed after
Blockbuster’s old VHS cases. This 500-piece
puzzle features art from the classic Coen
brothers film, The Big Lebowski. Durable
pieces snap together firmly for a great
fit and ensure a most satisfying build.
These puzzles feature vibrant art that
pops, making each puzzle perfect for
framing. Jigsaw puzzles are a great way
to challenge your problem-solving skills
and are a fun activity for the entire family.
Measures 18” x 24” when complete.
SPN 6059000..................................... PI

The golden age of video rentals is back!
Introducing a brand new fun family game
for anyone that has ever seen a movie and
just like all great blockbusters, this one’s
a double bill! This is a game for adults
and teenagers alike, but for best results,
you’ll want to split up into two mixed
teams. Its an all-out race to collect a film
from every genre and be crowned the new
Blockbuster big-shots. With 200 classic
movies, 60 category cards and a replica
of a Blockbuster parking lot, you’ll want to
clear a space on your top 10 family party
games this is one thats sure to bring the
entertainment home again and again.
SPN 6054012..................................... PI

BLOCKBUSTER 2

Blockbuster is back with another movie
game thats filled with all the best movies
from the last 10 years. This movie party
game is for anyone whos ever seen a
movie: Since weve only included superpopular movies, you dont have to be a
Hollywood hotshot to win this fun family
board game. And the best thing of all - if
you loved the first Blockbuster game you’ll
be able to play this new version by itself,
or combine it with the original version for
a mega-game! The Aim of the Game is to
be the first team to collect two movie cards
from each of the four genres.
SPN 6060293..................................... PI

Six players. One word each. Everyone
sounded pretty convincing, but someone isnt
who they say they are. That someone is The
Chameleon. In each round of The Chameleon,
a secret word is selected from a Topic Card
in the middle of the table. Everyone knows
what the word is, except for the player with
the Chameleon card but which player is it?
Using cunning, social deduction and some
serious mob mentality, each player shouts out
a related word to prove their innocence and
tries to track down the impostor. Once everyones said their piece, the voting begins and
the moment of truth arrives. In order to successfully track down the guilty player and win
the game, players will have to use all of their teamwork and witch-hunting skills. If you’re
the Chameleon, however, the rules are much more simple. Don’t. Get. Caught.
SPN 6052270	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

CHESS TEACHER BOARD GAME

Even youngsters can learn the intricacies
of the timeless game of Chess with
Chess Teacher. This unique game set has
diagrams printed right on the oversized
Chess pieces that show the direction and
number of spaces each piece can move.
Mastering Chess is fun and challenging
with this teacher edition.
SPN 6029787..................................... PI

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

THE CHAMELEON

GAMES

THE BLOCKBUSTER GAME

GIANT SIZED JUMBLING TOWER

Giant Sized Wood Jumbling Tower with 51 oversized wood
blocks! Test your skill by removing the blocks piece by piece,
but be careful or else the tower will fall! When stacked, the
tower measures 34” for giant-sized fun. Gather your friends
and family and play inside or outside!
SPN 6030263.................................................................... PI
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HARRY POTTER: POTIONS CHALLENGE

Professor Snape has an assignment for the class: wander the grounds of Hogwarts
amassing the ingredients for one potion. Once you have all of your ingredients for the
potion, make it back to one of the start spaces first to win! But beware, Argus Filch will be
roaming the premises, ready to stop you in your tracks.
SPN 6046766	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Finally! A drawing game for large groups of
people who are terrible at drawing! Based
on the parlor game Telephone, this is one of
the best doodling and guessing boardgames
for teens and adults around. Just like most
party games for large groups, the rules are
simple. Everyone chooses a scenario card,
then tries to sketch it before passing it on.
The next player then writes down what they
think the drawing is, then passes it on once
again for the next player to draw. By the time
everyones delightful drawings and guesses
pass through their friends weird minds,
things will have gone horribly wrong. Then its most grins wins!
SPN 6053583	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

STEAMFORGED GAMES

EPIC ENCOUNTERS:
LABYRINTH OF THE GOBLINTSAR

THE JOKER - DIABOLICAL PARTY GAME

The Joker - Diabolical Party Game is the addicting
board game that any fan of the Batman universe and
its colorful characters will love! You’re one of 9 SuperVillains attempting to corrupt and control Gotham
City. You’ll need to stay under the radar if you want to
survive until the end! Will you be the last Super-Villain
standing or will The Joker come out on top?
SPN 6059797........................................................ PI

LINKEE

Introducing the world’s first super-simple,
shout-out family quiz game, specially fitted
with anti-genius questions to stop anyone
from having a bad time. It’s called Linkee and
it’s a family game for kids and adults that
does things a little differently from other trivia
games. Taking family parties, dinner parties, and good old get-togethers by storm, the
aim of the game is to work with your team to answer four questions, then work out what
links those answers together. For example, if the answers were George, John, Paul and
Ringo the answer would be The Beatles! Get it right and shout LINKEE to win a letter. Win
enough letters to spell out L-I-N-K-E-E and youll win the game. Simple!
SPN 6053585	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Descend into the black depths of the Goblin Tsar’s
labyrinth in your next roleplaying campaign!
Inhabitants of nearby villages have been
disappearing, consumed by the scuttling darkness
lurking in the caves. Can you brave the depths and
end the terror? Inside, you’ll find everything you
need to run an RPG encounter, including 20 highly
detailed miniatures, adventure book, and enough
prompts and stats to weave an epic tale.
SFL EE-010....................................................... PI

GODTEAR: STYX,
LORD OF HOUNDS

Styx uses his Shaper skills to master
the battlefield and bend the rules
of death, drawing enemies into
his clutches and weakening their
defences. While Styx selects a
victim, his hounds can circle an
enemy banner and tear it to shreds.
This expansion comes with everything you need to add this dark champion and his followers
to your Godtear warband, including 4 highly detailed miniatures and 3 profile cards.
SFL GT-023	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

STEVE JACKSON GAMES

OTHELLO - THE CLASSIC BOARD
GAME OF STRATEGY

DICE BAG: MUNCHKIN
PATHFINDER

A minute to learn... a lifetime to master! This
classic, internationally-acclaimed two-player
light strategy game challenges you to outthink your opponent. Trap and capture your
opponents pieces by placing your disks on
the board. Every time you “sandwich” one
or more of your opponent’s pieces you flip
those disks to your color. But look outyour
opponent will try do the same to you! The
lead can change with a flip of a disk in this classic, fast-paced strategy game thats often
not decided until the very last move.
SPN 6037985	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

Keep the Goblins Away From Your Dice!
This satin-lined, drawstring bag features
Munchkin Pathfinder artwork by Mike
Luckas. Measuring 7” x 7”, it holds more
than 100 dice of all shapes and sizes
which will come in handy during your
(mis)adventures. Scheduled to ship in
November 2021.
SJG 5220....................................$12.95

SANTORINI: NEW YORK
(STAND ALONE)

In Santorini: New York, players step back
in time and into the work boots of builders
constructing a metropolis at the start of
the 1900s. During the game, you’ll move
your workers around Manhattan, raising
buildings and skyscrapers. With thousands
of possibilities and unlimited replay value,
each round of Santorini: New York is exciting
and new! Unfold the beautiful game board
and challenge your friends and family on
game night to construct gorgeous buildings!
SEP
To prove your skill and claim victory, be the
2021
first player to climb atop the tallest building
and look down over the city you’ve built.
22
SPN 6058826	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������PI

MUNCHKIN FARKLE

Play the classic game of Farkle in a whole new way!
Munchkin Farkle marries the classic dice game with
the Munchkin sense of humor and stab-your-buddy
mentality. Rather than the traditional race to win,
Munchkin Farkle is a race to win... and make your
companions lose! Cheat, curse your friends, and
occasionally run away as you push your luck on every
roll. Add the most Gold Pieces to your hoard and win!
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
SJG 4272..................................................... $24.95

TABULA GAMES
MYSTHEA ESSENTIAL EDITION

TAU LEADER GAMES
DEEP SPACE D-6: ARMADA

THAMES & KOSMOS
EXIT: KIDNAPPED IN FORTUNE CITY

Can you solve the riddles and stop the kidnapping
before it’s too late? Criminal activity is rampant in the
frontier town of Fortune City, and now the sheriff has
disappeared without a trace. With precious little time
to find him, players need to work together to solve the
crime. Over the course of the game, your investigation
will lead you through Fortune City, with clues and
strange items to be found throughout. You will need to
search for answers in the saloon, drugstore, gunsmith,
post office, prison, and bank. But in a unique twist,
you will decide the order in which you will visit these
locations and who you will interrogate along the way.
Together with your team, you will collect clues and
evaluate the townspeoples testimonies. But will you
get the answers you need to rescue the sheriff in time?
Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
TAK 692861	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $14.95

ULTRA PRO

AMY BROWN TREASURE NESTS
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.

BOTTOM OF THE GARDEN

UPI 15810........................................... PI

MYSTIQUE
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Deep Space D-6: Armada is the
standalone co-operative sequel
to the best-selling solitaire game
Deep Space D-6: Armada is a cooperative game of space combat
and crew management. In each
game, the galaxy is being taken
over by a malicious regime known
as The Federation. Players take on
the roles of rebel starship captains who will venture across the galaxy to complete away
missions, defend planets from enemy threats, and discover the true source of upheaval.
Players are tasked with constructing a powerful starship and assembling a capable crew
while managing the growing threat of enemy fleets. If the player’s ships are destroyed, the
galaxy will be lost forever. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
TAU ARM019	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $59.99

GAMES

Survive the mysteries and perils of an ancient
planet shaken by bizarre forces. Mysthea is the
iconic eurogame that launched the Mysthea
universe, brought to the public in this Essential
Edition. Mysthea is an area management and
hand building eurogame from Tabula Games,
in which time-tested euro mechanics receive
a modern twist and are infused with strong
thematic flair. Fight for control of unexplored
floating islands, places full of anomalies and
strange phenomena. Gather your powers to
make entire islands move. Join forces to fight
the terrible monsters that inhabit them by
creating an army and strongholds on these
new frontiers. Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
TBG B0303	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $95.00
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DELUXE GAMING TROVE

UPI 15806........................................... PI

RED QUEEN

FULL VIEW DECK BOX

UPI 15799........................................... PI

GAMES

UPI 15809........................................... PI

4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15803........................................... PI

PLAYMAT

UPI 15798........................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: SWORD AND SHIELD 8
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.

SISTERS

UPI 15812........................................... PI

65CT DECK PROTECTOR SLEEVES
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UPI 15802........................................... PI

4-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15654........................................... PI

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15655........................................... PI

UNIQUE BOARD GAMES
HEROPATH: DRAGON ROAR
BASE GAME

CHARACTER CLAMP - SECURE 1“
MINIATURE DISPLAY

Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
UPI 15755........................................... PI

9-POCKET PORTFOLIO

UPI 15800........................................... PI

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.

Heropath: Dragon Roar is a fantasy
board game in which heroes venture
through an unknown land, discovering
new places, fighting monsters and
gaining power, skills, gold, arms
and resources. This game combines
everything you love in a fantasy
RPG such as: magic, skills, XP, levels
and combat as well as resource
management, which takes it to a new,
higher level of gaming. In this board
game you will need more than war
tactics, you will need to use your turn in
the best way possible, in order to reach
new places, engage in the proper forms
of combat and gain skills and resources.
UBG HP1COR	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $59.00

9-POCKET PRO-BINDER
THE LAND STATION

UPI 15804........................................... PI

HEROPATH: FIRE &
LIGHT EXPANSION

UPI 18405...................................... PI

POKÉMON TCG: GALLERY
SERIES HAUNTED HOLLOW
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.

ALCOVE FLIP DECK BOX

SEP
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In this expansion we added one
more hero (in addition to the hero
in expansion 1) + one more hero
board and so we actually expanded
the game to 6 participants!! This
intensifies the game experience and
allows to the participants switch
characters and refresh the game. The
arsenal of clothing and weapons has
been expanded into accessories that
are suitable for wizards. The hero
can throw battle dice which belong
to specific magic and thus increasing the amount of dice which the hero can throw from
2 to 3-5.
UBG HP1EXFIRE	��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $20.00

HEROPATH: WITH
ALLIES EXPANSION

In this expansion we added one more
hero and one more hero board which
allows a total of 5 participants which
of course intensifies the game experience
and allows more people to participate.
In order to improve the game experience
we added a team of sub-heroes called
Allies. Each hero can convince (by
increasing his faith) an ally to join him
to his journey. The main advantage of
this expansion is the variety it gives to
the game, such as: new cards, new tactics, extra accessories and even extra enemies.
UBG HP1EXALL1	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� $20.00

LEGENDARY DBG: MARVEL DOCTOR STRANGE AND THE
SHADOWS OF NIGHTMARE
EXPANSION

VS SYSTEM 2PCG: MARVEL - SYMBIOTES

LETHAL PROTECTOR (1 OF 3)

Lethal Protector introduces an all-new
team of skillful and powerful symbiotic
aliens. They can protect your deck against
a frantic frenzy of card battles and defeat
your opponents with their symbiotic
talents. As the host, you can now bond
with them and wield their ultimate powers!
Scheduled to ship in August 2021.
UDC 95332......................................... PI

MAXIMUM CARNAGE (2 OF 3)

As the symbiotic story arc continues,
Carnage rules! In this second installment
of Vs.System 2PCG, Carnage will bring an
unthinkable level of brutality and chaos to
the world of Vs System. Carnage is sure to
make your deck stronger with his terrifying
talents but at what cost? Scheduled to ship
in September 2021.
UDC 95334......................................... PI
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Hunting... Trapping... in the dream
dimension, people are stalked by fear.
Nightmare, an ageless demon who rules
this realm is collecting dream energy
from humans and placing the entire
world under extradimensional threats
from him and his villains. Team up with
wondrous heroes and the Master of the
Mystic Arts, Doctor Strange in this new Legendary expansion where youll race to
power up your deck with the legendary defender before feeding the dream-stalking
enemy with unstoppable power! Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
UDC 95192	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ PI
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UPPER DECK

SPIDER-VERSE (3 OF 3)

As a fitting conclusion to the Symbiotes story arc,
this issue introduces your favorite spiderthemed
heroes from across the Spider-Verse. Add this
tangled web of heroes to your deck and discover
their explosive spidey-powers! Scheduled to ship
in October 2021.
UDC 95336................................................... PI
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GRAPHIC NOVEL ADVENTURES

USAOPOLY
TRIVIAL PURSUIT: NATIONAL PARKS
TRAVEL EDITION
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Journey through the National Parks of the United States
of America with TRIVIAL PURSUIT: National Parks. Trivia
questions from 100 years of National Park history will
challenge travelers, U.S. history buffs, students and
families. Roll the custom die to pick from six categories:
Natural Wonders, Battlefields and Historic Sites, Cultural
Heritage, Science and Nature, Wildlife and Wildcard.
First player to collect 6 cards wins! Hook up the handy
travel case by the included carabiner clip for a quickplay trivia game anywhere you’re exploring! Scheduled
to ship in August 2021.
USO TP025000........................................................ PI

CAPTIVE

VAN RYDER GAMES

In Captive, you play the role of a cop whose
daughter has been taken for ransom. You
show up at a mysterious mansion in the
country with your gun and the ransom note
in hand, determined to find and rescue your
daughter... and maybe get some answers
in the process. Filled with exploration,
puzzles, riddles, and more, Captive will
hold you captive with its engrossing story
and excellent gameplay.
VRG GNA01...............................$22.99

MYSTERY

In Mystery! you are a new recruit trying
to join the Legion of Champions, the most
famous super hero group of all-time.
You’ll have to prove yourself. Experience
the trials with Mystery, Miracle Woman,
ShadowDark and others in this hilarious
and fun filled adventure!
VRG GNA08...............................$22.99

BEES: THE SECRET KINGDOM

Bees: The Secret Kingdom is a competitive
card game with stunning artwork. This
simple game has 2 modes: one for families
and younger players, and a second,
advanced one, for adults. The basic rules
are really simple, players can draw two
Gathering cards and play one of them
to collect resources OR make Honey by
spending their gathered resources that
match an available Honey card. Players
will race to match their resources to score
points by making Honey and the player
who has the most points at the end of the
game wins.
VRG BSK.....................................$24.99

FRONTIER WARS

Frontier Wars is an area control and hand
management war game where players
take control of one of four different factions
(US, Russia, Germany, and England) in
an alternate history take on World War
II. Players will vie for domination on the
military front or win a more subversively
victory by focusing on researching their
own Doomsday Weapon. With 100
miniatures and 90 cards in the base
game, and even more in the expansion,
theres plenty of game to support conflicts
for years to come.
VRG FRW....................................$59.99

PIRATES - CITY OF SKULLS
THE CRUSOE CREW

In The Crusoe Crew players choose one
of four characters to play in an immersive
story in which your team’s choices guide
your progress. Each player has their own
graphic novel and their own special talent!
The team has a character sheet that tracks
your possessions, your coins, and your
victory points.
VRG GNACC1............................$29.99

In Pirates: The City of Skulls, you’ll continue
where your adventure left off and explore
the bustling pirate town. Will you be able
to unlock its secrets and find what you are
looking for?
VRG GNA10...............................$22.99

THE BIG SCORE

The vault at Centennial City Bank is
currently rumored to be holding a record
amount of cash, precious diamonds,
ancient artifacts, and highly-sensitive
digital information. As the boss of
one of the city’s most notorious crime
organizations, robbing that vault for all it’s
worth is constantly on your mind. There’s
only one problem—this job is too big for
just your crew alone. You’re going to need
help from some of your biggest rival crime
bosses if you want to succeed. Hire your
crew, plan the heist, and get ready for the
SEP big score! Players risk being busted by
2021
the cops as they steal even more loot in
an exciting, press-your-luck grand finale
26
inside the vault at Centennial City Bank!
VRG 008.....................................$49.99

PIRATES - THE GREAT CHASE

FRONTIER WARS:
FRANCE/JAPAN EXPANSION

Frontier Wars: Expansion France/Japan
brings two very different factions - Japan
and France - into Frontier Wars, while
also allow for games with up to six
players. This expansion also includes a
new type of tile (double tiles) and new
additional scenarios.
VRG FRWE..................................$29.99

LOUP GAROU

In Loup Garou, you play the role of a new
werewolf trying to figure out how to control
your transformations while uncovering the
cause of some strange occurrences in the
local town. Featuring a unique combat
system and the ability to level up and gain
new skills, this book is sure to keep you
busy for hours on end!
VRG GNA03...............................$22.99

In Pirates: The Great Chase, you can
choose one of three Pirates with a
different set of stats. Your goal? To find
the prisoner that just escaped your ship
and is swimming toward a nearby island.
This is a true treasure hunt and you will
really need to keep your eyes peeled for
hidden objects along the way! You never
know what you’ll come across that could
be helpful later on!
VRG GNA09...............................$22.99

In Sherlock, you play the role of Dr. Watson
or Sherlock Holmes himself with the task
of solving four different, yet somehow
connected, investigations. This game book
features a unique interrogation system and
an innovative way to check your guess
without revealing the solutions, so you
can play over and over until you solve the
cases correctly!
VRG GNA05...............................$22.99

Ready to continue where Sherlock Holmes:
Four Investigations left off? Well look no
further than Sherlock Holmes & Moriarty:
Associates! In this book, not only can you
play as Holmes and Watson, but now you
can also choose Moriarty! He’s joined
the team under peculiar circumstances.
Question suspects without fear of
offending them knowing your ability to
coerce and threaten them will produce
useful information! Will you solve the
cases with the help of your arch nemesis?
And has he really changed his ways? Or
is he up to something sinister?
VRG GNA06...............................$22.99

In Sherlock Holmes: The Challenge of
Irene Adler, there is a new detective in
town! Irene is now competing with the
Baker Street boys for business. But will she
truly be able to rival the skills of Sherlock?
Play solo, or head to head against another
player each taking on the role of either
Sherlock Holmes or Irene Adler. Only by
using your wits will you prove yourself to
be London’s Greatest Detective!
VRG GNA07...............................$22.99

TEARS OF A GODDESS

In Tears of a Goddess, you play the role of
a Chinese bounty hunter looking to make
some cash buy finding the stolen “tears of
Nuwa” for the town leader. Choose to be a
thief, a master of disguise, or to be skilled
with thrown weapons and set out to find
the thieves in this intriguing adventure.
VRG GNA02...............................$22.99
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SHERLOCK HOLMES AND
MORIARTY - ASSOCIATES

SHERLOCK HOLMES - THE
CHALLENGE OF IRENE ADLER

GAMES

SHERLOCK HOLMES

YOUR TOWN

In Your Town, you play the role of the new
mayor of a small western town. Will you
perish at the hands of outlaws? Or will you
lead the town to prosperity? Find out in this
unique experience with its unique game
play and town building mechanisms.
VRG GNA04...............................$22.99
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HOSTAGE NEGOTIATOR
CRIME WAVE (STAND ALONE
& STORAGE BOX)

In Hostage Negotiator: Crime Wave - a standalone
expansion to the solitaire game Hostage Negotiator
- each turn represents a conversation between you
and a hostage taker, playing cards and rolling dice
to increase conversation points, decrease the threat
level, and release hostages. Using the same “handbuilding” mechanism found in Hostage Negotiator,
Crime Wave features new Conversation Cards,
Terror Cards, Pivotal Events, and all-new Abductors,
each with new rules and new demands!
VRG 006....................................................$37.99

HOSTAGE NEGOTIATOR

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

The Fate of the Innocent is in Your Hands!
In Hostage Negotiator, a solitaire card
and dice game, you have the responsibility
and the burden of negotiating with an
unscrupulous Abductor who has taken
hostages. Will you try to calm him and
encourage him to surrender? Or stall
and bide your time before sending in the
team for a Major Extraction? How many
hostages will you save? Decide quickly!
Time is running out, the threat level is
rising, and the Abductor’s patience is
wearing thin!
VRG 003.....................................$24.99
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DEMAND PACK 1

This expansion pack for Hostage Negotiator comes with
16 new cards that will add new major demands for the
original abductors (Arkayne, Donna, and Edward) as
well as the abductors from Abductor Packs 1-4 (Connor,
the Pedersen Twins, Lt. Jackson, and Herrera).
VRG GDP01...................................................... $8.99

SIEGE STORM

ABDUCTOR PACK 5

A cult has turned to violence to push its
agenda and to garner more attention.
Many in the cult are as much victims as
they are culprits. How will you handle
the situation when the Abductors are also
the Hostages? This 16-card expansion is
compatible with both Hostage Negotiator
and Hostage Negotiator: Crime Wave.
VRG AP5.......................................$8.99

ABDUCTOR PACK 7

Valerie Stone was another negotiator who
was constantly competing with you, but
never garnered the accolades or had the
level of success that you did. Ultimately, it
became too much for her and she’s decided
the only way to prove she’s better than you
is to force you to negotiate with her... and
she knows just how to accomplish that!
This 16-card expansion is compatible with
both Hostage Negotiator and Hostage
Negotiator: Crime Wave.
VRG AP7.......................................$8.99

SIEGE MODE

Siege Storm: Siege Mode is a unique card
game that can be played head to head,
and also in cooperative and solo modes.
Offering fresh, high-quality gameplay
and also beautiful design, the game will
satisfy even the most demanding players.
Season 0 tournaments will be set in 2019
– you can host tournaments at your retail
shops with exclusive B&M Retailer only
promo cards as prizes. One promo set
per copy of the game ordered. Also 2
expansion decks will be available upon
release: “Styxia” and “Seraphia”.
VRG SSM	������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ $34.99

ABDUCTOR PACK 6

Clyde Seaver’s life is in shambles. His
wife left him, and in fear of losing his two
children he’s kidnapped them with the help
of his loyal sister, Tina. She has the kids
hidden in Becker Swamp and you have
to negotiate with the suicidal Clyde and
buy your team time to locate the children.
This 16-card expansion is compatible with
both Hostage Negotiator and Hostage
Negotiator: Crime Wave.
VRG AP6.......................................$8.99

ABDUCTOR PACK 8

Samuel Xavier, an angry individual on his
best days, was involuntarily forced into a
rehabilitation clinic for substance abuse.
Now that he’s going through withdrawal
pains in the form of excruciating
migraines, he’s angrier than he’s ever been
before! In this challenging expansion pack
for Hostage Negotiator, you must deal
with Sammy’s blinding headaches while
trying to save hostages.
VRG AP8.......................................$8.99

SERAPHIA FACTION DECK

The radiant army of Seraphia is full of
pompous Elves and boring do-gooders.
They specialize in arts of protection,
healing, and control - often outlasting their
enemy. And if that fails, they can always
hope for one of their overpowered angels
to swoop in and slaughter the opponent or
even grant you an additional turn.
VRG SS2.....................................$12.99

STYXIA FACTION DECK

The legion of destruction from the dark
realm of Styxia is a perfect place for
anyone who enjoys the salty taste of
enemy tears. This faction employs many
abilities that force the opponent to discard
or wreak havoc on his battle lines. And
since Styxian minions are expandable,
you get many, many opportunities to
sacrifice them for greater evil.
VRG SS1.....................................$12.99

WIZARDS OF THE COAST

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS

NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your
retailer for availability.
BUNDLE WOC C89510000................................................................PI
COLLECTOR BOOSTER DISPLAY (12) WOC C89540000........................PI
COMMANDER DECK CARTON (4) WOC C89550000...........................PI
DRAFT BOOSTER DISPLAY (36) WOC C89490000...............................PI
SET BOOSTER DISPLAY (30) WOC C89530000....................................PI
THEME BOOSTER DISPLAY (12) WOC C89520000...............................PI

DUNGEON SCRAWLERS - HEROES OF UNDERMOUNTAIN

In Dungeons & Dragons: Dungeon Scrawlers - Heroes of Undermountain, you and
other adventurers are drawn together to delve into Undermountain, an immense
underground of dungeons created by the Mad Mage, Halaster Blackcloak. Use your
markers to trace your path, defeating Monsters, casting Spells, connecting Artifact
Fragments, and collecting shiny Treasure on the way! The round ends when one
player defeats that dungeons mighty Boss, so you only have a few minutes to collect as
much loot as possible! The player with the most points after exploring three dungeons
is the winner! Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
WZK 87529..............................................................................................$24.99

DETECTIVE RUMMY

EFREETI PREMIUM STATUE

12” resin statue faitfully recreates the
Efreeti featured on the cover of the 1st
Edition Dungeon Master’s Guide, but
advances the scene to place the swordwielding knight in the Efreeti’s clutches.
Scheduled to ship in November 2021.
WZK 96061........................ $249.99

DJ JAZZY JEFF AND THE
FRESH PRINCE: SUMMERTIME

DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince invite
you to hang with them at the hottest spots in
Philly. You will cruise, groove, and unwind
across town, trying to vibe with them to
prove youre the coolest in the crew. Do you
have the energy to keep up with everyone
else who has their eyes on the crown? In this
quick and clever card game inspired by the
classic hit song, players have to outwit each
other with a series of tricky decisions, as they
try to play Action, Energy, and Boost cards
to end up with the most total Energy at a Spot
to win it. Whoever has the most points from
Spots at the end of the game is the winner!
Scheduled to ship in July 2021.
WZK 87540	���������������������������������$19.99
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WIZKIDS/NECA

Detective Rummy is a Rummystyle card game for 2 to 4 players,
with a storytelling element
revealed in a series of 7 different
cases. Players take the roles
of Detectives vying to solve the
cases and gain fame. The story
begins at the legendary Rummy
Detective Agency, and each case
takes you to various locations to
solve a crime, including the diner
with the best doughnuts in town,
the cozy Quarter to 3 Bar, a ritzy
fashion emporium, the circus, the
most elite jazz nightclub in town,
and more! Scheduled to ship in
NOT FINAL ART
November 2021.
WZK 87513	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$64.99

GAMES

MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: INNISTRAD - MIDNIGHT HUNT

GITHYANKI PREMIUM STATUE

12” resin statue that faithfully recreates the Githyanki
featured on the cover of the 1st Edition D&D book, Fiend
Folio. Scheduled to ship in September 2021.
WZK 96058	�������������������������������������������������$249.99
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS SALTMARSH
Scheduled to ship in October 2021.

WAND OF ORCUS LIFE-SIZED ARTIFACT

GAMES

Life-sized replica of the infamous skull-topped scepter wielded by
Orcus, Demon Lord of the Undead. ~30” in overall length the Wand
includes a sturdy wall-mounted display. Images not final Scheduled to
ship in October 2021.
WZK 96083	������������������������������������������������������������������$149.99

BOX 2

BOX 1

DUNGEONS & DRAGONS FANTASY MINIATURES:
ICONS OF THE REALMS CURSE OF STRAHD
Scheduled to ship in October 2021.

This set contains: Baron Kepmak,
Blademaster Makaht, High Priestess
Thadrah, Krell Grohlg, Mr. Dory,
Skum, Thousand Teeth the Devourer.
Check out D&D Icons of the Realms:
Saltmarsh: Box 1. Contents subject to
change. Images not final. Scheduled to
ship in October 2021.
WZK 96063.......................... $39.99

This set contains: Rip Tide Priest,
Sigurd “Snake Eyes”, Pirate Captain
Punketah, Pirate Deck Wizard, Bloody
Bjorn, Pirate First Mate, Sauriv,
Koalinth Sergeant, Vampiric Jade
Statue. Check out D&D Icons of the
Realms: Saltmarsh: Box 2 Contents
subject to change.Images not final.
WZK 96062.......................... $39.99
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DENIZENS OF BAROVIA
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Within the valley of Barovia there
are many stories to be told. Local
legends say that the Count Strahd
Von Zarovich has ruled over this
valley for generations and that his
land plays host to many powerful
beings. Some serve him willingly,
and others plot his downfall.
Within this box, you will find some
of the valley’s most terrifying foes,
as well as some of its legendary
heroes. Excite your players with
this collection of 7 highly detailed
miniatures and start building your
own legendary story today. Contents subject to change
WZK 96107.............................................................................. $39.99

PATHFINDER BATTLES:
RETURN OF THE RUNELORDS

Pathfinder Battles: Return of the Runelords
includes 14 all-new miniatures representing
seven of the most iconic villains of
Pathfinders Lost Omens setting the runelords
of ancient Thassilonas well as seven
magical runewells, each keyed to a deadly
sin! Characters featured in this set include:
Alaznist, Runelord of Wrath, Belimarius,
Runelord of Envy, Karzoug, Runelord of
Greed, Krune, Runelord of Sloth, Sorshen,
Runelord of Lust, Xanderghul, Runelord
of Pride, Zutha, Runelord of Gluttony
Scheduled to ship in October 2021.
WZK 97528..................................$49.99

WARLOCK TILES

Scheduled to ship in October 2021.

DENIZENS OF
CASTLE RAVENLOFT

Within the valley of Barovia there
are many stories to be told. Local
legends say that the Count Strahd
Von Zarovich has ruled over this
valley for generations and that his
land plays host to many powerful
beings. Some serve him willingly,
and others plot his downfall.
Within this box, you will find some
of the valley’s most terrifying foes,
as well as some of its legendary
heroes. Excite your players with
this collection of 7 highly detailed
miniatures and start building your own legendary story today. Contents
subject to change
WZK 96108.............................................................................. $39.99

ACCESSORY - SPELUNKER’S DOCKS

WZK 16541	���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������$49.99

CAVERNS GAME MAT:
SUBTERRANEAN LAKE

WZK 16542....................................$24.99

